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Breit-Wigner Width for Two Interacting Particles in a One-Dimensional Random Potential
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For two interacting particle (TIP) in a one-dimensional random potential, the dependence of the
Breit-Wigner widthG, the local density of states, and the TIP localization length on system parameters
are determined analytically. The theoretical predictions forG are confirmed by numerical simulations.
[S0031-9007(96)02242-9]
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Recently, the problem of two interacting particles (TI
in a random potential has attracted the interest of diff
ent groups [1–6]. It has been shown that two repulsiv
attracting particles can propagate together on a dista
lc much larger than the one-particle localization lengthl1

in absence of interaction. The first analytical studies [1
for TIP with on site interaction on a one-dimensional (1D
one channel lattice gave the following estimatelcyl1 ,
Gr , sUyV d2l1, whereU is the strength of the interac
tion, V is the intersite hopping matrix element,r , l2

1yV
is the density of the two-particle states coupled by the
teraction, andG , U2yVl1 is the interaction induced tran
sition rate between these states. The numerical invest
tions [3,4] definitely confirmed existence of the strong e
hancement oflc due to interaction. However, a direct ve
ification of the above estimate is quite difficult, even f
the modern computer facilities, due to the strong incre
of required basis withl1. Also, the recent numerical re
sults of von Oppenet al. [4] and Weinmann and Pichard
[7] indicate in the 1D case almost linear growth of the e
hancement factor forlc with U instead of expectedU2.
Because of all these things, it would be important to ha
a more rigorous derivation of the factorlcyl1 for this on a
first glance quite simple problem, at least in the 1D ca
To reach this aim we started from the computation of t
rate G, which also characterizes the spread width of t
Breit-Wigner distribution for eigenfunctions in the bas
of eigenstates of noninteracting particles [8–10]. If t
parameter dependence ofG is known then the ratiolcyl1
can be determined from the relationlcyl1 , Gr, which
has been checked in models of superimposed band
FIG. 1. Diagrams for the forward scattering amplitudef in (2)–(5).
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dom matrices [1,8–10]. In the present work for calcula
tion of G we use the technique developed in [11] which
allows us to account all orders in the interaction.

We consider the 1D Hubbard model with Hamiltonian
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Here ay
n is a creation operator of the particle at the sit

n, V is the hopping matrix element, andU is the on site
interaction. We assume that particles are distinguishab
and denote the type of particle by spins  61y2. The
single particle eigenstate is plane wavejpl 

1
p

L
eipn

with dispersionep  22V cosp, 2p # p # p . We set
lattice spacing equal to unity. The size of the lattice i
denoted byL.

The Breit-Wigner width can be found in the following
way. The forward scattering amplitudef for particles
with different spins is given by a series of diagram
presented at Fig. 1. The solid line represents a partic
and the wavy line is the matrix element of the interactio
k p3p4jÛjp1p2l 

U
L dp11p2,p31p4. Because of the optical

theorem width of the state,jp1p2l  jp1l jp2l is related
to the forward scattering amplitude:

Gy2  2Im f . (2)

One can easily check the coefficient in this relatio
considering Fig. 1(b), which gives the usual Fermi golde
rule:
© 1997 The American Physical Society 923
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G ø 22 Im f1b  22 Im
X
p3p4

jk p3p4jÛjp1p2lj2

E 2 e3 2 e4 1 i0

 2p
X
p3p4

jk p3p4jÛjp1p2lj2dsE 2 e3 2 e4d .
(3)
924
HereE is energy of the initial stateE  e1 1 e2.
The Born term in the amplitudef is given by Fig. 1(a)

and equalsf1a  UyL. Calculation of the diagram
Fig. 1(b) is also straightforward:
f1b 
X
p3p4

jkp3p4jÛjp1p2lj2

E 2 e3 2 e4 1 i0


U2

L2

X
p3

1
E 1 2V cosp3 1 2V cossp 2 p3d


U2

L2

Z p

2p

Ldp3y2p

fE 1 2V cosp3 1 2V cossp 2 p3dg


U2yLp
E2 2 16V 2 cos2 py2

, (4)
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where p  p1 1 p2  p3 1 p4 is the total quasimo-
mentum. Higher orders in Fig. 1 correspond to simp
iterations of the box Fig. 1(b). Therefore the summatio
of the ladder is reduced to geometrical progression a
the result is

fsE, pd 
UyL

1 2 Uy
p

E2 2 16V 2 cos2 py2
. (5)

The scattering amplitude depends only on the total ener
24V # E # 4V and the total momentum2p # p #

p . The branch of the square root should be chosen
such a way that Imf # 0.

With amplitude (5) one can easily calculate the Brei
Wigner width using the optical theorem (2). But we ar
interested in the average width at a given energy. So w
have to average over momentump. The density of the
two particle states is of the form

rsE, pd 
Z p

2p

Ldp1

2p

Z p

2p

Ldp2

2p
dsp 2 p1 2 p2d

3 dsE 1 2V cosp1 1 2V cosp2d


L2ys8p2V dp

cos2 py2 2 E2y16V 2
. (6)

It is nonzero only if square root is real. After integration
over momenta we find

rsEd 
Z p

2p

rsE, pd
dp
2p

ø
L2

2p2V

µ
ln

16V
jEj

1 0.18
jEj

4V

∂
. (7)

The integral in (7) cannot be exactly expressed in terms
elementary functions. The presented approximate formu
is valid with accuracy better than 1% in the interva
24V # E # 4V . Now we can find the average width.

GsEd  22 Im
Z

fsE, pdrsE, pd
dp
2p

¡
rsEd


8Vu2yL

sln 4ye 1 0.18ed
p

ju2 2 e2j s1 1 u2 2 e2d
FsZd .

(8)

Hereu  jUy4V j ande  jEy4V j is the interaction and
energy expressed in units of bandwidth:0 # e # 1. The
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functionFsZd is defined by

FsZd 

(
arctanZ, for u $ e ,
1
2 ln 11Z

12Z , for u # e ,
(9)

Z 

s
ju2 2 e2j s1 2 e2d
e2s1 1 u2 2 e2d

.

At small energyse2 ø u2, 1d formula (8) gives:

G ø
4pV

L
1

ln 4ye

u
p

1 1 u2
, (10)

so that at small interactionse2 ø u2 ø 1d it is linear in
the interaction. In the other limitfu2 ø e2, s1 2 e2dg the
width (8) is quadratic inu with logarithmic correction:

G ø
8V
L

1
sln 4ye 1 0.18ed

u2

e
ln

2e
p

1 2 e2

u
. (11)

The value ofG in (10) is significantly larger than in (11)
due to the growth of two-particle density of states (7) nea
the center of the band.

If we now add to the Hamiltonian (1) a single particle
random potentialHrand 

P
wnay

nsans with a disorder
homogeneously distributed in the interval2W # wn #

W , then the one-particle eigenstates in infinite lattic
become localized with localization lengthl1 ø 24s4V 2 2
e

2
1 dyW2, where e1 is one-particle energy. However, as

soon asl1 ¿ 1, the above calculation of the average
width remains valid. The reason for this is thatl1 ¿ 1
is the only condition which we need to formulate the
scattering problem and to use the conventional diagra
technique. The distribution ofG depends on the relation
between the size of the boxL and the localization length
l1. If L # l1 all values of G are of the order of the
average value given by (8). ForL ¿ l1 the average value
is still given by (8). However, in this caseG vanishes for
the majority of the states. These are the states in whi
particles are localized far from each other and practical
do not interact. On the other hand, the width for the state
with interparticle distance of the orderl1 is approximately
the same as for the particles in a box of sizeL ø l1
so thatG is given by Eqs. (8) and (9) withL replaced
by l1. The two-particle localization lengthlc for such
states is determined by the relationlcyl1 , GsEdrsEd,
with G calculated atL , l1. This relation is valid if
GsEdrsEd . 1 [1,2]. In the opposite caseGsEdrsEd ø
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1 the above relation is not valid [8–10] and the interactio
can be treated in a perturbative way. In this regim
“Rabi oscillations” between two quasidegenerate leve
play an important role [7]. Above we have considere
the distinguishable particles. The generalization to th
identical particles is rather simple: the widthG vanishes
if the coordinate wave function is antisymmetric, and
is doubled in comparison with Eqs. (8) and (9) if th
coordinate wave function is symmetric.

To check the above theoretical formula forG we stud-
ied numerically the model (1) of two identical interact
ing particles (symmetric coordinate wave function) i
the disordered potential on a ring of sizeL, which is
less or comparable with one-particle localization leng
l1 ø 24sVyW d2. Using the Lanczos technique (see, fo
example, [12]) we determined the local density of stat
in the basis of noninteracting eigenstates:

rW sE 2 em1 2 em2d 
X
l

jclsm1, m2dj2dsE 2 Eld .

(12)

Here El is the eigenenergy of TIP, whileem1,2 are one-
particle eigenenergies. The dependence ofrW on E is
well described by the Breit-Wigner distribution

rW sEd 
G

2pfE2 1 G2y4g
, (13)

an example of which is shown in Fig. 2. The compariso
of numerically obtainedG with theoretical prediction (8)
and (9) in the regimeGsEdrsEd . 1 is shown in Figs. 3
and 4 for different energies as the function if interaction
The theory gives good agreement with numerical resu
for 15 # L # 300 and variation of scaled widthGLyV
by more than 2 orders of magnitude. For the states w
the energy close to the band centersE ø 0d (Fig. 3), the
dependence ofGr on U is almost linear forU , V [see
(7) and (10)]. Therefore the TIP localization lengthlc

according to the relationlcyl1  CGr ø 2Cl1sUyV dyp

also varies linearly withU. Here we took the values ofG

andr at L  l1 and introduced the numerical coefficien
C to take into account the uncertainty of this choice
According to the numerical results [4] at the center o
the bandlcyl1 ø 0.2l1sUyV d, which is in good agreement
with the above theoretical expression and givesC ø 1y4.

For energies away from the band center and sm
interactionjUj ø jEj the enhancement factor according
to (7) and (11) islcyl1 ø l1U2 lns2EyUdys4p2VEd, where
we have used the above value ofC. The dependence on
U is almost quadratic in agreement with the first estima
[1,2]. However, due to the logarithmic correction, to
observe clearly theU2 behavior one should go to really
smallU values and, since the conditionGr . 1 should be
also satisfied, this can be reached only for quite large valu
of l1 or L. In this respect our numerical approach based
the measurement ofG is more efficient than the one used
in [4]. It allows us to see the behaviorU2 ln U away from
the band center in agreement with the theory (8) and (
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FIG. 2. Local spectral densityrW sEd computed for the TIP
eigenstates in the energy intervalf20.1, 0.1g for the case
L  150, U  1, V  1, and W  0.4. The full line gives
the best Breit-Wigner fit (13) withG  0.0073. The theoretical
prediction isG  0.0072.

(see inset in Fig. 4). At moderateUyV . 0.3 values in
the presence of numerical fluctuations the dependence
G on U is hardly distinguishable from a linear one (see th
normal scale in Fig. 4). In our opinion this is the reaso
why the linear behavior inU had been attributed in [4] also
to the states away from the band center. As for the res
of Ref. [7], the system size was too smallsL  25d and the
main part of the data (Fig. 4 withUyV , 0.4) corresponds
to the different regimeGr , 1. In this perturbative case

FIG. 3. Scaled Breit-Wigner widthGLyV as a function of the
rescaled interactionU

4V computed in the energy intervalEyV [
f20.1, 0.1g. The system size isL  15 (WyV  1, empty
circles),L  25 (WyV  1, empty squares),L  40 (WyV 
0.6, empty diamonds),L  60 (WyV  0.5, full circles),
L  80 (WyV  0.5, full squares),L  100 (WyV  0.5, full
diamonds),L  150 (WyV  0.4, full triangles up),L  200
(WyV  0.35, full triangles down). The solid line gives the
theoretical prediction (8) and (9) multiplied by 2 to take
symmetrization into account. Inset shows log-log scale.
925
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FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 for energy intervalEyV [ f1, 1.2g.
The system size isL  15 (WyV  1, empty circles),L  25
(WyV  1, empty squares andWyV  0.5, empty diamonds),
L  40 (WyV  0.8, empty triangles up andWyV  0.5,
empty triangles down),L  60 (WyV  0.5, full circles),
L  80 (WyV  0.5, full squares),L  100 (WyV  0.5, full
diamonds),L  100 (WyV  0.5, negative U, crosses),L 
150 (WyV  0.4, full triangles up),L  200 (WyV  0.35,
full triangles down), andL  300 (WyV  0.25, full triangles
left).

the typical energy scale which determines the change
level statistics is determined by Rabi oscillation frequenc
in a pair of quasidegenerate states, which is proportion
to U [7]. Also, one should keep in mind that the result
there are integrated over the whole energy band includi
the center of the band where the dependence onU is linear
even forGr . 1.

Turning back to our numerical data (Fig. 4), we woul
like to mention that there is a significant difference from
the theory for negativeU , 2V . Generally, we should
expect such difference forjUj ¿ V when the spectrum
is composed from two separated energy bands and
density of states is not described by (7), while forjUj ,

V the widthG is independent of signU in agreement with
the theory. We note that such asymmetry for attractio
and repulsion away from the band center and relative
strong interactionU ø V has been seen in [4] for the
ratio lcyl1. Also a change in the behavior ofG has been
observed in [7] forU . V .

In summary, taking diagrammatically into account th
effects of interaction, we have derived the analytical fo
mula for the Breit-Wigner widthG which determines the
enhancement factorlcyl1 , Gr . 1 for TIP in 1D ran-
dom potential. The analytical calculations were done
the basis of free plane waves without disorder being
good agreement with the numerical results for exact pro
lem. Our interpretation for such nonobvious agreement
the following. Forl1 ¿ 1 the TIP collisions are local and
are well described in the plane waves basis. On the oth
side, the frequency of collisions according to ergodicity
determined only by the volume of the system. Becau
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of that, the averaging over all momentap1,2 on the en-
ergy surface reproduces correctly collision frequency an
finally G even if one uses the plane wave basis withou
disorder. In some sense such an approach assumes
the eigenstates are ergodic and then the frequency of c
lisions andG are fixed by the sum rule. One of the ar-
guments in support of this interpretation in the 1D case
that inside the sizeL , l1 the real eigenfunctions are quite
close to the plane waves. The situation in 2D and 3D sam
ples with sizeL , l1 looks to be less obvious. However,
there the standard estimates with ergodic eigenstates [1
giveG , U2ysVLdd and, since the result is again inversely
proportional to the volume, one can expect that the corre
averaging over momentum in the plane wave basis w
also reproduce the correct ergodic result.
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